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Students question the wait for 
assistance at CAPS 
Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS) is available for all Clemson students. 
Krista Wunsche 
Contributor 
Students have exhibited 
concerns about accessibility 
through CAPS to mental 
health services. CAPS, 
Clemson's Counseling and 
Psychological Services, serves 
the student population 
by providing professional 
counseling and life skills 
therapy to students in 
need. Those students have 
praised the quality of CAPS 
programs, but some voiced 
concerns about mental health 
service availability. For many 
seeking care at Redfern, weeks 
on a waitlist is a required step 
in the process of receiving 
mental health care through CAPS. 
Students who are viewed 
as having less of a need 
sometimes never get past 
the waitlist: 
"What I got told 
was 'since you're not like 
immediately suicidal I wasn't 
in as much need as other 
people," said one junior who 
asked to remain anonymous. 
According to the 
American Psychological 
Association, ■ of the students 
that visit a college counseling 
center, 40 percent have mild 
mental health concerns and 
21 percent have severe mental 
health concerns. 
"She also told me that 
they were swamped with 
people that they did not 
have enough counselors to 
see all the people that come 
into CAPS. What she could 
do was put me on a waiting 
list to see someone but it 
probably wouldn't even be for 
the rest of the school year." 
According to Dr. Raquel 
Contreras, the director of 
CAPS, all students who 
arrive at CAPS for help 
during the open clinic are 
seen by a counselor who 
conducts a triage and assigns 
a treatment plan according to 
the student's needs. This plan 
can range from group therapy 
to one-on-one sessions: if the 
students' needs are too great, 
CAPS refers them out. Dr. 
Contreras said that CAPS 
serves "about 10-12 percent 
of enrollment." On average, 
students attend four to 
five sessions. 
According to the 
National Alliance on Mental 
Illness, one in four young 
adults between the ages of 18 
and 24 are affected by mental 
illnesses, and 40 percent of 
students with mental illnesses 
do not seek help. CAPS is 
attempting to reach more of 
those students who may need 
their services. 
Another student who 
has been seeing counselors 
at CAPS for a year expressed 
concerns about the lack of 
constant and direct contact. 
"It's very easy to slip through 
cracks with them," he said. 
"There's not much of a safety 
net, although they will call 
you and they'll check up on 
you if you miss a meeting. It's 
weird: the way I guess they 
have to phrase their questions 
about that kind of stuff. They 
can't say like 'hey we should 
meet next week.' It's more 
like 'do you feel like you still 
need to meet next week.' So 
it's kind of easy to fall out 
of that." 
Another student who has 
been seeing CAPS counselors 
for a semester said, "CAPS 
needs more funding and more 
space — it can take two weeks 
for individuals to be seen 
initially and by that time, it 
could be too late." 
According to the 
American Psychological 
Association, 19 percent of 
college counseling center 
directors claim that the 
psychiatric services on their 
campus are inadequate. 
EHRICK HAIGHT/ photo editor 
The CAPS program 
recognizes that the^e are 
limitations to how effective 
they can be on a college 
campus because of scheduling 
conflicts with students. 
They have to be creative 
with their time and space. 
Often times they run groups 
in the evening to cater to 
students' needs. 
The program can be very 
effective, but they need the 
space to operate effectively 
and reach the entire student 
body that needs their services. 
Dr. Contreras explained, 
"We have a high demand for 
services here, so we are feeling 
the effect ... We could get 
more resources if we had space 
to put them. Yeah Redfern — 
we've outgrown our building." 
Sarah Shumppert emcees as student entrepreneurs fought for a $2,000 cash prize Friday. 
Where my pitches at? 
Colby Lanham 
Contributor 
On Friday, Sept. 26, 
the Clemson Ideas student 
organization held its first 
ever "Pitch Smack Down" in 
Tillman Auditorium. 
The stage was set for a 
championship belt prize fight, 
with ropes barricading the 
sides of the central platform, 
fully equipped with towels 
and boxing gloves. Giant 
checks were also displayed 
prominently in front of the 
stage, first place winning 
$2,000, second place receiving 
$1,000 and third place taking 
home $500. 
The event boasted a large 
turnout of non-presenting 
attendants there to take in 
the event and support friends 
pitching ideas. Attendee 
Bilkan Ulker, a sophomore 
computer information systems 
major, said, "I decided to 
attend to hear about the ideas 
that are being generated by 
people on campus these days. 
I meant to put something 
together and go up there but 
I missed the registration date. 
I definitely have my own ideas 
I would like to pitch." 
Opening the event's 
festivities, Senior Associate 
Dean of the College of Business 
and Behavioral Science Greg 
Pickert, explained "We have 
representatives from every 
angle  investor  group  in  the 
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state of South Carolina present 
as well as judges and audience 
members, so there is a real 
chance some of these ideas will 
receive funding and be able 
to launch." 
Each of the fighters 
had three PowerPoint slides 
to present in three minutes 
to try and move the judges, 
under the threat of physical 
expulsion from the stage if a 
presenter dared to venture over 
the time. 
Business ideas ranged 
from beverage industry 
consulting firms for hospitals 
to applications on phones 
that send notifications about 
sales deals. 
Presenter and grad 
student Harshal Date said, "I 
was a little nervous getting up 
at first but once I got into the 
flow it wasn't that bad." 
Contestants ranged from 
undergraduate underclassmen 
looking for experience to MBA 
students and alumni looking 
for serious investments. 
After two hours of 
creative and impassioned 
pitches by the contestants and 
a short intermission halfway 
through, the judges left the 
auditorium to pick a winner. 
Event judge Paul 
Trinder   said,   "I   thought   it 
was   excellent; 
well attended. 
good   people 
presentation 
people had great business ideas 
it was really 
A lot of very 
had fantastic 
skills.     Other 
and skills in some depth." 
After what must have 
felt like an eternity to the 
entrepreneur hopefuls, the 
judges revealed their top three 
contestants in reverse order. 
In third was an innovative 
gummy chewable packed with 
protein for post-work out 
consumption. In second, a 
phone application for gamers 
that helped schedule online 
game times and lobbies with 
friends. The grand winner 
of the Clemson Pitch Smack 
Down was an idea by Carissa 
Richardson labeled the 
"Breakup Box," where newly 
single people could have a 
box of comfort food, assorted 
DVDs and other items sent 
to them to help ease the 
emotional pain. 
When asked about giving 
advice to future participants, 
presenter Thomas Green 
III, a senior international 
management major, said, "My 
advice for people doing it in 
the future is to practice more. 
I didn't practice enough, I only 
went over the pitch one time. 
If I would've gone over it five 
or six times into a mirror, 
figuring out exactly what I 
wanted to say and having it 
all memorized, I would've 
won. I know that for a fact. I 
would've won if I practiced, I 
had some notes that were on 
a crinkled sheet of paper that 
got ripped up in my pocket. I 
would've won." 
HOT OFF TM 
Evan Senken 
Asst. News Editor 
At 12:19 p.m. this past Sunday, a fire was repon 
to the Clemson Police Department. Responding 
Officer Owen confirmed an active fire at the local 
restaurant Clemson Sushi and helped evacuate all 
inside as well as assisting with traffic. Fire and EMS 
services extinguished the fire and rushed one employe 
to receive medical attention. Authorities determined 
the incident was a small grease fire which the injured 
employee attempted to put out with water, which 
caused it to spread. The extent of the employees Nj 
injuries have not been released at this point. No one 
was arrested and there is no suspicion of foul play. 
Moe Joe family expands 
Local coffee house opens new location in Greenville. 
Quinn Carty 
Staff 
Moe Joe Coffee and 
Music House has become more 
than a Clemson destination. 
Alex Dial, the owner of Moe 
Joe Coffee and Music House, 
has opened a new store right 
on Main Street in downtown 
Greenville. 
The Moe Joe Coffee and 
Music House started out as a 
small business that occupied 
the front of 383 College 
Avenue, the current location 
of Pita Pit. After Pita Pit 
bought the location, Moe Joe 
moved to its current home on 
Old Greenville Highway. 
Dial states that Moe 
Joe's popularity in Clemson 
encouraged them to consider 
opening a new restauranr in 
Greenville. "The Clemson 
location, it became very 
popular and people asking 
about our franchising. So these 
reactions made us think about 
expanding," Dial said. "It 
came down to Greenville, and 
I walked in and knew it was 
the spot. There was no music 
spot nearby, so we decided that 
was that." 
Dial  considers  the  new 
restaurant to be "the finished 
product of what the long term 
dream included." 
The Greenville location 
is "the Clemson location, just 
a bigger and in a completely 
different location. We have 
a full bar, a full stage for our 
musicians, great staff and 
plenty of seating," Dial said. 
According to Dial, Moe 
Joe Coffee and Music House 
is known for quality food and 
service. The coffee shop serves 
craft beers and specialty wines 
and focuses on serving fresh 
ingredients to customers. 
"We roast the coffee every six 
days. We do not pre-make 
anything; we slice all the 
meats, the cheeses, etc.," Dial 
said. "Customers are getting a 
custom meal with us because 
we make it their way. The goal 
was high end, high quality 
with a good time." 
Dial states that Moe 
Joe's also focuses on excellent 
customer service and the 
amenities given to their 
performing musicians — 
many of whom frequently 
return. "It is something we do 
with our customers, knowing 
their drink their orders and 
then with musicians, it is the 
same thing. I said, 'lets help 
them out and treat them 
right," Dial said. "In turn these 
musicians started telling other 
people about us and then they 
started coming to the Clemson 
location. Southern hospitality 
is a big thing; we want people 
to continue to come back." 
So far at the Greenville 
location, they have already had 
visits from returning musicians 
and long time customers from 
the Clemson location., 
Dial states that the biggest 
change that has resulted 
from the move has been the 
surplus of new customers and 
employees. "The Clemson 
location had several long time 
customers, where we knew 
their drink order. We had long 
time employees that are still 
at the Clemson location," he 
said. "Justin was the manager 
of the Clemson location, and 
now he manages the Greenville 
location. He was the only one 
to come to the new location. 
The hardest thing is it feels 
as if we start all over. But that 
is also the fun part. Getting 
to know our new customers 
and musicians, and making 
their experience enjoyable 
and memorable." 
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Astronaut lands on campus 
Retired astronaut Fred Gregory shares his experiences in space. 
Britt Jerome 
Contributor 
The Tiger News 
interviewed retired astronaut 
Fred Gregory who was in 
Clemson last Friday to 
present a scholarship to senior 
physics major John Farmer 
on behalf of the Astronaut 
Scholarship Foundation. 
Mr. Gregory was the former 
Deputy Administrator of 
NASA, a crew member of the 
Orbiter Challenger, as well as 
the Commander of Orbiter 
Discovery and Orbiter Adantis. 
TIN: How do you mentally 
prepare for a mission in space? 
Fred Gregory: All you can do 
is think that you have done 
everything you can to conduct 
this mission safely and 
successfully. You acknowledge 
the fact that there are some 
failures that aren't recoverable, 
so you have to just assume that 
if everything works right you're 
going to have a good mission 
But, things could go bad 
and you have to accept too. 
A lot of folks come into the 
program very naive and when 
there is a major accident like 
the Challenger accident, then 
people say 'Wait a minute, I 
didn't know you could get hurt 
doing something like this', but 
you can. You accept the risk 
and we have to go in with that 
atdtude. 
TTN: What is the most 
breathtaking thing you've ever 
seen or experienced over the 
course of your career? 
Fred Gregory: The first time 
you solo and you're flying 
alone, you're just overwhelmed 
by the sensation of flying. 
You're looking up and down 
and realizing that you're 
going to have to land this 
thing eventually. Another one 
is when you begin to move 
through the atmosphere to 
space, all of the color changes 
from light blue to a kind of 
indigo to a deep purple and 
when you get into deep space, 
it's just black. That transition 
is undeniably breathtaking. 
TTN: What is it like to look 
down at the earth fot the 
first time? 
Fred Gregory: It's absolutely 
overwhelming. The first 
three or four hours you're 
just aghast at everything 
you see. Everything is in the 
wrong place and your body is 
experiencing sensations that 
it never has before and when 
you look out into space and 
see that it's overwhelming. You 
realize how fast you're going 
and what a day looks like from 
above, but that's really just for 
the first few hours. After that, 
you adjust and then you have 
to start the work that you are 
there to do. When you have 
free time, you'll spend a lot 
of time at the window, just 
staring out. 
TTN: What was the most 
interesting experiment you 
were a part of during your 
time in the orbiters? 
Fred Gregory: I was the pilot 
and commander, so I divvied 
out the responsibilities and 
from my point of view, it 
wasn't    an    experiment    or 
activity I was involved in, 
but those I observed. I would 
watch these brilliant scientists 
do things and push back 
from the experiment having 
observed something that 
they didn't anticipate seeing. 
Sometimes they will see more 
than what they anticipated 
and they come home and have 
to correct their mistakes. So 
in my case, it was observation 
and seeing people react. 
TTN: Where would you like 
to see the space program and 
space exploration go from here? 
life of early pilots and the 
airplanes were an incentive to 
study engineering and science 
because I wanted to become 
part of that. I think what is 
necessary is to continue to 
have those things out there 
that people strive to become 
part of. From a space point 
of view, I would like to see a 
very aggressive program that 
students here at Clemson look 
at and say 'I want to be part of 
that', and then study to reach 
that point. If they don't have 
those incentives out there, 
students don't see the point 
of going after that program, 
so it's the incentive in a space 
program that got me into the 
program and we still need 
those powerful incentives out 
there for current and future 
students. 
TTN: If you had to give one 
piece of advice to the students 
here at Clemson, what would 
you say? 
Fred Gregory: Whatever 
you do, have fun and make 
a contribution because then 
every evening you will go to 
sleep with the thought that 
you did your best each day. Fred Gregory:  For me,  the           . 
A DAY 1$ THE ™jp 
"I never get up before 9:00 a.m. and I try to 
accomplish one thing every day just one thing 
so I don't run out of things to do. Then I just 
spend a lot of time with my wife, texting my kids 
and grandkids, walking the dog. Every day is just 
so beautiful, and every day has a little surprise. 
You never know what it's going to be." 
JOSHUA S. KELLY/ staff Courtesy of The Astronaut Scholarship 
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Through the years, these 
pages have seen multiple 
articles calling for the renaming 
of Tillman Hall, Clemson 
University's landmark building 
named in honor of former 
Trustee Benjamin Tillman, 
citing incidents of racism. As 
a man who lives in a different 
world, grew up in a different 
culture and never knew Tillman 
personally, I am not prepared to 
make such a case myself But 
allow me to use Tillmans own 
voice to make an indisputable 
argument for rechristening 
our most beloved monument. 
Below are the words of 
Benjamin R. Tillman. 
The words are haunting. 
Tillman is our man, our myth 
and our image. We take senior 
pictures in his shadow, take 
classes   under  his   gaze   and 
worship from his stage. His 
spire stands prominendy in the 
logo announcing Clemson's rise 
into the Top Twenty National 
Public Universities. Unlike 
Penn State, our problem is not 
football, but negligence, our 
own negligence. We have 
allowed ourselves to honor 
a racist, a murderer, and a 
monster. We have memorialized 
him for eternity. We have made 
him our campus's haunting 
icon. We have made him our 
monster. 
To continue to do so is 
to sacrifice our integrity as a 
university and promote the 
ideals Tillman held. When 
we honor an individual, we 
must honor the whole of 
the individual. One cannot 
celebrate the trustee without 
recognizing the murderer. 
A few short years ago, 
the nation celebrated as 
Pennsylvania State University 
removed   its   monument   to 
the late Joe Paterno because of 
his negligence with regards to 
convicted rapist Jerry Sandusky. 
The then-editor of this very 
paper wrote of the event, "The 
people at Penn State put the 
reputation   of   their   football 
program   first  because 
they were too scared j 
to deal with the 
ramifications 
of    facing 
reality 
and A | 
destroying the myth that they 
had created ... To publicly 
acknowledge that ... would be 
conceding that the man they 
idolized was a flawed human 
being. And that simply was 
not an option. Image mattered 
t 
WORDS FROM BEN TILLMAN     MM   ,^\ 
ON MURDER AS HUMAN SACRIFICE: 
"It was now after midnight, and the moon high in the heavens looked down peacefully on the deserted town and dead negroes, whose 
lives had been offered up as a sacrifice". 
ON KEEPING BLACK MEN IN THE SOUTH OUT OF PUBLIC OFFICE: 
"We have done our level best. We scratched our heads. We stuffed ballot boxes. We shot them. We are not ashamed of it." 
ON A JEWISH MAN, SYMPATHETIC TO THE BLACK CAUSE, DURING THE HAMBURG MASSACRE: 
"Schiller was a low Jew who had joined the negroes...We wanted to hang him, as the resentment against white scalawags was intense." 
ON BIRACIAL RELATIONS: 
"I have three daughters, but, so help me God, I had rather find either one of them killed by a tiger or a bear and gather up her bones and 
bury them, conscious that she had died in the purity of her maidenhood by a black fiend." 
Photo by: Rachel Anderson/asst photo editor 
Equality  in  death 
Larissa Barkley 
Columnist 
Monday, Sept. 22, 
people along the East 
Coast felt a tragic loss 
with the death of Clemson 
sophomore, Tucker W. 
Hipps. Hipps was a 19-year- 
old sophomore political 
science major that united 
the state through his tragic 
death. Universities such as 
Florida State, University of 
Georgia, and even Clemson 
rival University of South 
Carolina (USC) wore orange 
on Tuesday to commemorate 
his death. Vigils were held 
Tuesday night on USC's 
campus as well as at Bowman 
Field on Clemson's campus. 
Messages from Clemson 
Head Football Coach, 
Dabo Swinney, President 
Clements, USC football 
players and countless others 
were shared via media 
offering condolences to the 
Hipps family. This all lead 
up to the Clemson vs UNC 
football game on Saturday, 
Sept. 27 when members 
of Clemson's Rally Cats 
sported Hipps's Wren High 
School        uniform-number 
37 on their cheeks for the 
game. This tragedy was great 
and felt by many. Clemson 
was truly a family during 
this saddening death, with 
hashtags on Twitter such as 
#OrangeForTucker trending. 
Though it is inspiring to see 
such commemoration for 
one of Clemson's students, it 
is my wish and hope to have 
this treatment for all deaths 
at Clemson. 
There have been 
over forty deaths so far 
at Clemson in the year 
2014 alone, according to 
Clemson's online obituary 
archive. Though not all of 
these deaths were students, 
they were all part of the 
Clemson family. None of 
these people have gotten as 
much attention as Hipps's 
death. This is not to say 
that Hipps wasn't deserving 
of this outpouring of love, 
but rather to shed light on 
the fact that the university 
doesn't give all deaths the 
attention they deserve. Is 
Hipps's death getting this 
attention because he was 
a member of the Greek 
community? Is it because 
his    death    is    still    under 
investigation? These are 
questions that can never 
be answered but ones we 
should all reflect upon 
genuinely. Clemson claims 
to be such a unified family, 
but apparently this unity 
has its limits. Though the 
university graciously sends 
out a very impersonal, brief 
announcement of deaths, 
is that enough? Is a four 
to six line email enough to 
give these members of the 
Clemson family the honor 
they deserve and enough 
closure for those who were 
close to them? It is my 
hope, as a member of the 
Clemson community, to see 
commemorations similar to 
Hipps's for all deaths of this 
family — for we are all equal 
in death. 





U. S. Representative Mike 
Quigley once said, "Protection 
of religious freedom means 
considering the faiths and beliefs 
of everyone involved." 
But do we actually do so? 
Wth the constant onslaught 
of differing beliefs, it is easy to 
overlook those who don't have 
faith at all. Such was the case 
with recent unnamed Air Force 
technical sergeant who threatened 
to sue after he was prevented from 
reenlisting for omitting the phrase 
"so help me God" from his oath. 
Due to the threat of a lawsuit, 
the sergeant was eventually able to 
omit the phrase from his oath. In 
the country originally founded on 
religious freedom, disputes such 
as this shouldn't have to elevate to 
the point of threats, lawsuits and 
changed policies. However, while 
many Americans are ready to fight 
for their right to believe, cases 
such as this one prove that there 
are those who are willing to fight 
for their ability not to believe. The 
change of policy in the Air Force 
may seem small, but to secularists 
everywhere, it is just as important. 
At Clemson, we have been 
involved in our own scandals in 
relation to secularists and religious 
students and organizations. It has 
been about 5 months since the 
complaint against Dabo Swinney 
— when our football team was 
made by the Freedom From 
Religion Foundation (FFRF). 
And while most students were 
#ClemsonStrong on the matter, it 
does raise a question: do secularists 
feel accepted at our institution? 
With about 73 percent of 
Americans being Christian, and 
5.7 percent, which rounds out at 
18 million people, identifying as 
Atheist or Agnostic (According 
to PewResearchCenter), it is 
an understatement to say that 
secularists aren't represented well, 
both on and off-campus. While 
Clemson tries to create a sense 
of diversity here, are we one "so 
help me God" away from another 
religious dispute? 
Although I haven't seen 
much talk or interaction between 
students regarding religion and 
secularism, I hope that we all try 
to support each other and stand up 
for our rights. As George Herbert 
Mead said, "Society is unity in 
diversity," so as society members, 
we should be accepting of our 
fellow Clemson Family members 
and their religious or non-religious 
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Anderson Independent Mail, 
Anderson, S.C. 
o o o 
• California adopts "yes means yes" 
sexual assault rule, where only a clear, 
conscious and voluntary agreement 
counts as consent. 
• Massive pro-democracy protests shake 
Hong Kong. 
• Marvel releases a preview of the 
new female Thor, making us almost 
completely forget about Captain Citrus. 
• New research finds that it's not all 
tail-wagging and face-licking in the life 
of man's best friend. Doggies can be 
pessimists just as humans can. 
• Ferguson officials are now deman( 
high fees to turn over the public files 
concerning Michael Brown's death 
and the laws involved. I 
o o o 
'Down1 
by Ftiley Fontenot and 
Turner Cotterman, 
columnists Each April, Clemson 
students and faculty celebrate 
Earth Day with local 
businesses and organizations 
dedicated to raising awareness 
of environmental issues in 
Clemson and the surrounding 
community. There are 
always fun opportunities to 
get involved with unique 
environmentally and socially 
conscious organizations, as well 
as free crafts and giveaways. But 
why should the celebration be 
limited to once a year? After all, 
students transfer into Clemson 
University at different times 
and may miss out on some of 
the major campus initiatives to 
be environmentally conscious. 
Luckily, several 
environmental campus 
organizations are answering 
this question and aim to 
crank up the awareness factor 
on campus, offering multiple 
semester celebrations of our 
planet, instead of just one. 
Take last Thursday, for 
example. If you heard loud 
and energetic music, noticed 
colorful booths or enjoyed a 
relaxed and happy vibe, you 
probably attended Earth Fest 
on the North Green. Earth 
Fest acted as a precursor 
to Earth Day, as well as an 
opportunity for students to 
get involved and become 
aware of sustainable initiatives 
happening on campus. 
Participants included 
CUSG Sustainability 
Committee, Eco Reps, 
Students for Environmental 
Action, Tigers for Tigers, 
Anderson County Animal 
Shelter and several Clemson 
departments including 
Housing,        Dining        and 
Transportation. 
"The goal is to increase 
campus dialogue about our 
environment and campus 
initiatives, so it'll be easier to 
make a real difference," said 
Lina Murton, an Earth Fest 
participant. Campus leaders 
agree. In order to make a 
change at the university 
level, there have to be active 
participants willing to show 
interest and fight for a cause. 
Joining these organizations not 
only offer many opportunities 
for fun and fellowship under 
a green theme, but also give 
you an opportunity to share 
knowledge with others. 
So, sure, you can look 
forward to an Earth Day 
celebration next semester, but 
look forward to the many 
events listed in CU Green 
Scene along the way as well. 
Photo by: EHRICK HAIGHT/photo staff Graphics by: ALY JONES/managing editor 
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Deshaun Watson impressed 
fans and critics alike in his first 
collegiate start of his career against 
the North Carolina Tar Heels 
Saturday night. The true freshman 
exceeded expectations, going 27-for- 
36 with 435 yards, six touchdowns 
and one interception. Watson broke 
a Clemson record for touchdowns 
thrown in a game by a freshman and 
was about 20 yards shy of breaking 
the passing yards record, which was 
set last year by Tajh Boyd. Watson's 
combined stats for the season are 
now 914 total passing yards with 10 
touchdowns and one interception. 
"I was expecting to go out there 
and execute, and that's what we did," 
Watson said. "It just happened that 
my OTine was big and my receivers 
made great catches. And I'm happy 
with the records." 
Offensive Coordinator Chad 
Morris had some compliments for 
the true freshman after the game: "To 
come out and put on a performance 
like he did, from the second-effort 
throws, his patience in the pocket, 
his ability to see the field and extend 
plays with his feet ... that's what 
you like to see. I'm extremely proud 
of him, and I think he provides a 
spark for this football team, and not 
just for this offense, but the entire 
football team." 
Watson showed a lot of promise 
in his first start, going deep to several 
receivers to show off the finesse and 
strength he possesses when throwing 
the ball. Standout sophomore 
receivers Germone Hopper and Mike 
Williams had excellent days. Hopper 
hauled in three catches for 139 yards 
and two touchdowns while Williams 
caught six passes for 122 yards and 
two touchdowns. Hoppers gaudy 
yardage numbers were accounted 
for with 74-yard and a 50-yard 
touchdown catches, one coming on 
the very first drive of the game. 
However, what was more 
problematic was the defensive side 
for the Tigers. The first half saw 
a dominant unit, allowing only 
seven points and 136 total yards, 
but a "calamity of errors" described 
by Defensive Coordinator Brent 
Venables in the second half allowed 
the Tar Heels to come closer than 
they should have. 
Once again, the Clemson 
secondary gave up over 300 yards 
passing, this time giving up 394 to 
UNC quarterback Marquis Williams. 
The Tigers were able to hold the 
UNC running game to only 84 
yards, but it was the second game in 
a row where the defense has allowed 
a not-so-accomplished quarterback 
to torch them for over 300 yards. 
Defensive end Vic Beasley did have 
a strong game; his two sacks brought 
his career total to 27, one shy of the 
Clemson record set by Michael Dean 
Perry and Gaines Adams. When 
asked about the sack record, Beasley 
said it's one of the goals he made 
upon returning for his senior season: 
"I came back and wanted to break 
that record, and I look forward to 
doing so." 
Clemson kicker Ammon Lakip 
made a strong comeback from a 
rough outing last weekend at Florida 
State, nailing both field goal attempts 
for the game at 27 and 45 yards, 
something he has been struggling 
with all year long. 
With many of the freshmen 
stepping up and playing a bigger role 
in the offense, this 2014 team looks 
very similar to the 2011 Clemson 
squad, who broke all expectations 
and won the ACC title for the first 
time in 20 years. After having guys 
like Watson, Hopper, Williams, 
Artavis Scott and others showing 
up week after week and making big 
plays, it is obvious that Clemson is 
building a good foundation to make 
some noise in college football for the 
next few years. 
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OBODY'S PERFECT: 
DESHAUN'S ACHILLES HEEL 
Elaine Day 
Sports Editor 
Clemson fans truly got a 
glimpse of the future this past 
Saturday. Deshaun Watson 
went 27-36 for 435 yards and 
six touchdowns against North 
Carolina. The six touchdowns 
set a Clemson single-game 
record and tied an ACC record. 
That stat was also good for the 
most touchdown passes by an 
ACC quarterback in their first 
career start and most by an ACC 
freshman in history. His 435 
passing yards were the second 
most in Clemson history as well 
as by an ACC quarterback in his 
first career start. 
Watson was named ACC 
PvDokie-of-the-Week for the 
second straight week, joining 
Kyle Parker as the only Tiger 
quarterbacks to earn the 
honor twice in one season. He 
gained further ACC honors 
with co-offensive back-of-the- 
week along with NC State 
quarterback Jacoby Brissett. But 
we're not done yet... Watson was 
also deemed national freshman- 
of-the-week by CBSSports.com 
and national true-freshman-of- 
the-week by 247Sports.com. 
And, as mentioned before, this 
was only his first career start. 
Watson seems more than 
capable of filling the big legacy 
that Tajh Boyd left behind. 
Clemson fans have appeared 
to feel this way from the 
beginning of the season, and 
now it looks like the coaching 
staff is starting to believe as well. 
However, Watson does have 
one somewhat critical flaw to 
his play that many fans have 
probably overlooked. Think 
back to the Florida State game 
last week when the Tigers were 
in the red zone and a snap sailed 
over Watson's head. You may 
feel compelled to blame the 
center for the mishap, and there 
is merit to that argument. At 
the same time, though, Watson 
should not have had to line up 
in shotgun formation in the 
first place; he should have been 
playing under center. 
"Everybody's going to 
second-guess, but that's an area 
that if I can say Deshaun has 
struggled in the most, it's been 
taking snaps from underneath 
center, especially in short 
yardage," Offensive Coordinator 
Chad Morris explained after the 
blunder at FSU. "We've been 
down there many times before 
in my four years here, and 
that's tough." 
My question for the 
coaching staff is this: the team 
had a bye-week leading up to 
the FSU game, so why not have 
Deshaun practice under center 
during that break? Especially if 
they had an idea that he might 
be used in crucial situations 
against the top team in the 
country? It blows my mind that 
plays of that nature were not 
the focus of practice. My mind 
was further blown that it didn't 
appear that the play had been 
practiced before UNC, either. 
Watson remained in shotgun for 
most of, if not all of the game. 
I understand that Deshaun 
is a true freshman that still needs 
to grow into a collegiate level 
starting quarterback, but I can't 
comprehend why the coaching 
staff has not addressed this 
critical issue. I will be interested 
to see how Chad Morris chooses 
to run his offense on Saturday 
against NC State. Hopefully, 
the Clemson faithful will have 
a chance to see their honor- 
laden quarterback showing 
off some new and improved 
plays under center. 
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Lady Tigers split weekend games 
Henry Hutton 
Contributor 
Sophomore Paige Reckert, forward, sprints 
the field. 
down 
The Clemson women's 
soccer team split its 
weekend games against 
North Carolina at home and 
at Boston College. The split 
helped the Tigers improve 
to 8-2-1 overall and 1-2 in 
the ACC. 
Clemson,   who   came 
into   the   weekend   ranked 
No.  16 in the nation, fell 
to   No.   8   ranked   North 
Carolina at Historic Riggs 
Field on Friday night. The 
Tigers   looked   good   and 
played   well,    but   it   was 
not enough,  as they were 
defeated 2-1. The Tar Heels 
scored quickly, when junior 
Summer   Green   netted   a 
header off a corner kick in 
only   the   fourth   minute. 
However,      Clemson     did 
not   give   up,   and   Tiger 
S  freshman   Salma  Anastasio 
Q   earned    the    equalizer    in 
2  the   67th   minute   to   put 
t  pressure on North Carolina. 
§ About    10   minutes   later, 
5   the Tar Heels received the 
^  winning goal  from Megan 
§E  Buckingham. Although the 
^ Tigers gave North Carolina 
all   they   had,   it   was   not 
quite    enough    to     upset 
the Tar Heels. 
Clemson rebounded 
quickly from the loss by 
beating Boston College 1-0 
Sunday afternoon on the 
road. The winning goal was 
scored by freshman Shannon 
Horgan, her second career 
goal. Although the game was 
close on the scoreboard, the 
Tigers dominated the play, 
outshooting the Eagles 14-5 
with five on goal compared 
to Boston College's two. 
The win was important for 
the Tigers to get back on 
track mentally after a tough 
loss. Head Coach Eddie 
Radwanski said after the 
game, "This was a very good 
performance to adapt to the 
change in circumstances 
and keep our focus and to 
dominate the game on the 
road against a good Boston 
College team." It was also 
Clemson's first win in ACC 
play as they improved to 1-2 
in the conference. 
The Tigers will have a 
chance to even their ACC 
record when they travel to 
Winston-Salem, N.C., on 
Saturday, Oct. 4 to take on 
Wake Forest. The Demon 
Deacons are currently 
5-7-1, giving Clemson a 
great opportunity to carry 
some momentum. 
Women's tennis 
open season with title 
at Furman Fall Classic 
Chase Heath 
StaffWriter 
Twelve players from the 
Clemson women's tennis 
team traveled to Greenville 
on Friday to begin their fall 
campaign at the Furman Fall 
Classic. After concluding 
play on Sunday, the lady 
Tigers left with many 
singles victories and a flight 
one doubles title. 
In the first round of the 
tournament, the No. 8 duo 
of senior Beatrice Gumulya 
and junior Jessy Rompies 
defeated Blanco and Perez 
of Alabama by a score of 
8-2, followed by an 8-3 
victory against Lechemia 
and Berg of South Carolina 
in the second round on 
Saturday. The duo defeated 
Florida    State's    Castaneda 
and Fanning 8-3 in the 
finals on Sunday to win the 
doubles championship. 
The Lady Tigers went 
10-7 overall in singles 
action at the tournament. 
After defeating Emily 
Zabor of Alabama 6-1, 
6-3 in the first round on 
Friday, Morven McCulloch 
of Iowa 6-2, 6-2 in the 
second round on Saturday, 
junior Joana Eidukonyte 
lost to Vanderbilt's Sydney 
Campbell by a score of 6-4, 
6-2 in the flight two title 
match on Sunday. 
Gumulya and Rompies 
joined the No. 45 pair of 
senior Romy Koelzer and 
junior Tristen Dewar in 
Pacific Palisades, Calif., on 
Monday, to compete for 
another doubles title at the 
Riviera ITA Ail-American 
Championships. 
QUOTE OF THE WEEK 
%e ''* i5    ^ I stepped out on the first drive, 
SK* 
I said ... 
— UNC QB Marquise Williams quote on Death Valley 
being so loud he could feel the ground shake 
SOUTH CAROLINA FOOTHILLS 
HERITAGE REASONS TO LOVE 
FAIR THE FAIR 
WHAT AN OLD FASHIONED FAIR SHOULD BE * Livestock Shows • Wild West Show 
• Canning, Baking 8 Honey Competitions 
* Laser Tag • Draft Horse Pull • Carnival Rides 
■ Crafts 8 Exhibits 
• Antique Tractors 8 Farm Equipment 
. Yummy FAIR FOOD 
TUES., SEPT. 30TH THRU 
SUNDAY OCTOBER 5TH 
Thank you to our Grand Champion Sponsors: 
City of Westminster • Blue Ridge Electric • Oconee County Farm Bureau 
• Oakway Tractor & Implements • Northland Communications 
! 
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BORN IN NEW JERSEY, RAISED IN Ckm^pyi/ 
Story and Photo by 
Joshua Kelly, Staff 
For some people, pizza is 
simply an open-faced sandwich 
that comes in triangular form. 
But, for many (especially the 
American college student 
demographic), pizza is a 
necessary part of the day and 
is even sometimes used as an 
alternative form of payment for 
goods and services. Fortunately, 
if you are out of the loop on 
where to find this particular 
college commodity, there is no 
lack of suppliers either on or 
off campus. 
Enter, stage right: Todaro 
Pizza. Having just celebrated 
their 14th year of business in 
downtown Clemson, Todaros is 
a name you will want to make 
yourself familiar with if you 
haven't done so already. Boasting 
an all-you-can-eat lunch buffet, a 
menu that includes meal options 
like a fast-food joint and the 
quality of a full service restaurant, 
Todaros is the best of all things 
in the culinary world. They are 
open until 3 a.m. on Thursdays 
and Fridays, so you can even 
enjoy their fine product before 
you finally head back home from 
your night spent downtown. 
Chris Todaro, co-owner 
and Clemson alum, is originally 
from New Jersey but is now a 
permanent resident of Clemson. 
He didn't plan to open a pizza 
place right down the road from 
his alma mater,  but it seems 
providence had other plans. One 
July 4 holiday while visiting his 
family for their annual cookout, 
Chris and his buddy - turned- 
business - partner Jack Lirrlejohn 
were sharing a meal in his parents' 
pizza place back in New Jersey. 
The idea (to open a Clemson 
location) was just a fantasy at the 
time. Three and a half months, 
two unexpected business moves 
and one perfect location later 
Chris, only 22 at the time, 
became the second Todaro in 
the family to open a pizza joint 
bearing the family name. 
I asked Chris what it was 
like to go from undergrad student 
to business owner in under four 
months' time: "In hindsight, 
it should have been obvious 
that I was into owning my own 
business, but no one thought that 
because I came down to Clemson 
for college, and was dating a girl 
pretty seriously at the time. I 
thought that I would end up 
moving to Baltimore after college 
and settle down into an office 
job. But then, things just lined 
up. Jack and I were just walking 
around downtown Clemson one 
day saying, 'Well if we were going 
to open a place, where would 
we want to put it?' A few weeks 
later we made an offer and it was 
accepted; the rest is history." 
For him though, it isn't 
about trying to bring New Jersey 
style pizza to the south. "You 
see places saying, 'We have New 
York Style pizza, New Jersey Style 
pizza'   truth is, that is nothing 
more than a marketing gimmick. 
Here, we cook the pizza the right 
way, the way I learned watching 
and helping my dad [while] 
growing up; that's what matters." 
The basic menu for the Todaros 
in Clemson is the same as his 
fathers place in New Jersey, but 
here they have also added some 
southern style pies to the line- 
up (BBQ chicken with bacon, 
buffalo chicken and a veggie 
pizza topped with artichoke, red 
pepper and broccoli to name 
a few). According to Chris, "It 
wasn't a matter of translating 
New Jersey pizzas into southern 
style creations, we just needed 
something that was our own." 
And it certainly seems to work 
out just fine. 
All around, Todaros 
provides an authentic New Jersey 
pizza experience. Their dough 
is tossed and spread by hand, 
toppings sourced from local 
providers (as much as possible), 
and then cooked in deck 
ovens — "The only way pizza 
should be cooked," according 
to Chris. Todaros gives back to 
the community as well; every 
Monday night a different campus 
organization receives a portion 
of the proceeds collected and 
Tuesdays a portion goes to the 
Tiget Band. Wednesday night 
is Dollar Slice Night and on 
Thursdays and Fridays they are 
open till 3 a.m. And if those aren't 
good enough reasons to become 
a regular at Todaros, then you 
probably just don't like pizza. 
Greg Tafero, Chris' friend since high school, worked in the Tadoro's in New Jersey. After transferring to Clemson 
during his college years, he has been working in the Clemson Todaro's since it opened. 
W 
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Cody Smoldt, Contributor | Ciara Hautau, 
Since releasing his major label debut "good kid, m.A.A.d. city" in 2012, rap musics prodigal son 
Kendrick Lamar has quickly ascended into the stratosphere. On Sept. 17, Lamar revealed the album 
art for the lead single off his next album and sent Twitter into a frenzy (it wasn't even the sons;, just 
\ picture!). The Compton rapper finally released the track from his highly anticipated follow up last 
Tuesday 
The new Isley Brothers-sampling single is entitled "i" (as in "I Love Myself"). The overtly 
positive message surprised many (myself included). But, after a week to reflect on it, I can confidently 
say that "i" is an incredible song and has me even more excited for his next album. The new sons; has 
more in common with last years Eminem collaboration "Love Game" than the big-screen cinematics 
of "good kid, m.A.A.d" city or the schizophrenia of his breakout project "Section.80". 
Self-love and positivity aren't exactly hot topics in rap, and some of the initial reactions 
towards the song on social media were especially harsh. Where was the aggression?  Did someone kill 
his vibe? What happened to that pool full of liquor? I don't think this is fair. Kendrick is still rapping 
(and still rapping better than all those guys he called out last year on "Control") and he's srill telling" 
the stories he wants to tell. The out-of-left field nature of the track jusr strengthens the impact. Sure, 
it sounds like "The Love Below"-era Andre 3000 (who's having quite the year himself) and my mom 
would probably like it. But is that really a bad thing? 
"■ 
(1) Courtesy of hds/flickr 
(2) Courtesy of hds/flickr 
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art Pennebaker ^^ Stu
Contributor 
It's that time of year 
again, fall semestet is in full 
swing, days ate packed with 
papeis, tests and somehow 
you still have a social life. 
Going to the gym gets put 
at the very bottom of the 
priority list—especially 
when that tate 45 minutes 
of ftee time could be used 
fot Netflix and a nap. 
Unfortunately, the "I'm 
new here," or "It's only the 
beginning of the semester" 
excuses aren't quite cutting it 
anymore. Luckily, Clemson 
makes it easy for students 
to stay active and healthy, 
from places to squeeze in a 
quick workout to healthy 
eating options. 
Fike Recreation Center 
is a great way to get in a 
workout between classes or 
on a study break. Offering 
six basketball courts, an 
indoor track, treadmills, 
elliptical machines, weights, 
a climbing wall and more, 
this is an easy way to stay 
active in the least boring way 
possible. Fike also offers 
fitness classes at almost 
every hour of the day; 
Zumba, Yoga, Off the Barre 
and   Cycling  are  all  high- 
energy,   fast   paced   classes 
that only last an hour. 
For students living 
on the Horseshoe or in 
Clemson House, the walk 
to Fike feels like enough of 
a workout. Luckily, Clemson 
has three satellite facilities 
in Byrnes Hall, Clemson 
House, and Lightsey Bridge. 
These mini gyms aren't as 
expansive as Fike but still 
include elliptical machines, 
treadmills, weights and 
fitness machines. Students 
do have to register to get 
access to these gyms, and 
can do so by going to 
https://staff.clemson.edu/ 
housing/tigetFitness/      and 
filling out a quick form. 
Eating healthy 
is anothet important 
component of feeling well 
that seems almost impossible 
during the chaos of college 
life. However, Clemson's 
dining halls do offer healthy 
options, even for students 
that are in a hurry. To-go 
boxes are available at the 
swipe in counters—fill up 
with fruit, granola or healthy 
protein. Fruit, yogurt and 
salad are always available, 
and grilled chicken or garden 
burgers are usually offered 
too. It's hard to walk past 
the dessert station and not 
gtab a cookie, but knowing 
the hummus bar is right 
around the cotner makes the 
cookie temptation a little 
less formidable. 
Clemson's other dining 
services also offer healthier 
options. The P.O.D. marts 
located atound campus offer 
nutritious choices, like fruit, 
salads and shockingly good 
sushi. Java City, Starbucks 
and Einstein Bros, also have 
quick and healthy options 
like whole-wheat bagels, 
flatbiead sandwiches and 
low-calorie coffees. Whether 
you're pulling an all-nighter 
in the library or rushing 
from class to class - being 
busy doesn't have to mean 
eating unhealthy foods. 
Exercising and eating 
well can seem like the last 
thing you want to do, 
especially after a stressful 
day. Howevet, working out- 
even if it's as simple as a ten 
minute run-is good not only 
fot your body, but for your 
sanity as well. Exercising 
is scientifically proven to 
put you in a good mood 
and can relieve some of the 
pressures of a hectic day of 
classes. Remembet: a tiger in 
motion stays in motion! 
Dr. Phil says that denying something is trivializing it and so, to get where you 
want to be. you need to think rational thoughts. Disclaimer: the following quiz 
is the result of a decade or so of taking Cosmo quizzes. Proceed with caution. HOW TO BREAK 
STEP 1: ACKNOWLEDGE ADDICTION 
Have you ever: 
Acted irrationally guilty or defensive when someone mentioned a Netflix exclusive? 
Been shushed for laughing or sobbing in the library? 
Actually watched all of the Bond movies in order? 
Streamed shows at the gym'. 
Debated leaving said gym moments later when you get ERROR 1006 aka Wi-Fi connection problems? 
Felt lonely after staying home and watching an entire series over the weekend, only to miss the 
characters instead of your family and friends? 
Asked a date to come over to your place instead, so you can keep watching? 
Changed the password to the account out of spite? . 
If you said yes to two or hesitated at five, consider the disease acknowledged. The rest oi you keep leading, cause it's good fory< 
UP WITH 
Sana Azami, Staff Writer | Ciara Hautau, Graphic Design 
Netflix knows that and that is precisely how they 
came up with their unique business model. It's 
a fact that 61% users admit to binge watching. 
On top of that, three out of four users that 
were observed watched all of season one 
>ou'      of  "Breaking   Bad"  in  a  single  session. 
STEP 2: REDUCE TRIGGERS 
Hear no evil, see no evil, and speak no evil.... 
Delete your bookmarks and auto-fill options. 
Is it as the Matrix and my mother always 
believed?   That   television   was   the 
k   mack daddy of Big Brother? A way 
for society to control my brain and 
warp me into a minion in one of its 
many diabolical plans in which 
I end up with nothing, etc.? 
/ DOOKm KS a i -rin So   for a|| 0f tnose wn0 
te a dysfunctional journal to record your cravings and potential Dexter-worthy dialogues.                      .. .     .„ „„„   ,„ ....„.,                  .   .           ...         ,   .   .                                                                             attempts   to ace   an iting will help you come to terms with your fantasies. ..   . 
anatomy practical 
Change what television means to you; think of it not as a way to unwind after the day, but a way to 
unwind in the long term. Balance the number of hours you sleep now with a reduction of grey hairs diagramming 
in the future. Reduce mental exhaustion. project, this 
is     for     you: 
Add parental controls like NetNanny to your streaming unit. 





Invest in some Visine. Red eyes are sooo '60s. 
Set a pair of used tea bags on your puffy under-eye area. Residual caffeine is actually a mystical 
k    pixie dust that should seep through your skin and encourage blood flow. 
Try some back extensions or inflexions: 
Feet shoulders with, hands together, in mountain, up, swan-dive down, up again... 
Track someone bare foot, or sipping a steaming PSL for more succinct instructions. 
Eat out in the sun. Use sunblock, heaven knows whether your skin will ever lose it vampirish 
sensibilities. The sell by date was stamped for July of last year, but it's still good. Right? 
Speaking of which, call your mother. (Granted this is more emotional, but let's face it, when 
mom's happy, your checking account is happy. Which, by extension, means the world is 
happy). 
If all else fails, pull on some real denim pants. That should get you to the gym in no 
time flat. 
NJOY AND GOOD LUCK! 
' 
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PINEHERST 
FOR SALE: • /Yew kimi/m living. FOR LEASE: 
fOM WINKOPP 
Mew 3 and 4 bedroom condominiums and townhomes for sale or lease.  J^i\i ™^Rff 
Come enjoy life with perks at Pinehe 
:,LU 
391 College Avenue, Suite 506 in Downtown Clemson 
8641038070   tomwinkopp.com 
< me Jo r l/ie (cater, 
•r (/ieJrieii(/>>. 
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391 College Avenue, Suite 103, Clemson, SC 29631 
8646543333   apmclemson.com 
Community Features 
• 2,3,4,5 & 6 bedroom cottages with an exra 
1/2 bath for guests 
• Waterfront pier and walking trails 
• 5 minutes from campus 
• Private shuttle 
• Pet friendly 
Cottage Features 
• Wireless internet 
• Private bedrooms & bathrooms 
• Granite countertops 
• Stainless steel appliances 
• Washer/dryer included 
Tom Winkopp Realtor/ Developer, LLC 
^w 391 College Avenue, Suite 103 
IOW W INKDPP Clemson, SC 29631 
STARTING AT $525 
864.654.7549 for leasing 
864.654.2200 for sales 
www.thepieratclemson.com 
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